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Observation: an essential 

element of the discovery phase. 

 

Often omitted or conducted by 

experienced researchers or 

hospital staff (Donetto et al, 2013).  

 

What do patients bring to co-

discovery? 

Qualitative Study – to explore 

the experiences of people 

conducting observations in an 

EBCD project 

  
2 Patient representatives 

2 Staff 

2 Researchers – design engineers 

 

IPA methodology 

In-depth interviews 



Theme 1: 

Empowerment  

‘a bit shaky’  

‘I felt I could be a 

facilitator and an 

enabler.’ 

‘kind of nods and 

winks going on’ 

 ‘taking away 

power levels’  

 
Patients 

-Legitimacy 

-A voice for 

patients 

 

 

 

Researchers 

-Hierarchy 

-Anxiety  

 

 

Staff 

-Opportunity 

- Impact 

- Control 

‘…whether the staff were going to 

welcome us because when we, when 

anybody goes in with a notepad um, I 

was expecting some hostility.’  

 

‘…I did give him the confidence 

to say look, make a list of what 

you’re anxious about um, and get 

that list and speak to whoever’s 

discharging you, and have it 

ticked off.’ 

 

‘…make it like I’m on a secret mission; just don’t talk to me.’ 

I’’ve not been in, in a position to stand around 

that long to, to actually listen.’ ‘I had a little kind of two anxious 

concerns beforehand…about being in 

the way…[and] would I be able to bite 

my tongue? And not engage with 

people.’  

 

‘When barriers come down and 

people see each other as part 

of the team and not, ‘Oh, this is 

your position up there; my 

position is only down here.’ 

 



Theme 2: 

Empathy 
Researchers 

-Reflective 

Staff 

-Attached  

- Detached 

‘..very scary for him, 

he was so anxious 

and upset..’ 

‘…whoever had dealt 

with that man in such a 

dire straits…had given 

that man hope’ 

‘I sit in my little 

bubble and just 

observe’ 

‘I don’t want to find 

anything’ 

‘I know how 

hard they work’ 

‘what I’ve observed has built up a 

broader kind of picture and 

understanding’ 

Patients 

-Feelings of sadness 

-Insight into individual 

patient journeys 

 
‘It was really nice to 

participate in the 

observation.... And hopefully 

would deal with a lot of 

problems patients were 

feeling at discharge.’ 

really disempowered people who were 

going through what is fundamentally and 

unavoidably a completely negative 

experience for them.  

‘So it made me kind of question 

the fact that I was thinking: here’s 

somebody that needs help; when 

actually what they probably 

needed, from what the nursing 

team said or might have needed, 

was to help themselves.’ 



Key message: 

 

‘Patient involvement could provide 

invaluable insights when observing and 

discovering what matters most to 

patients to improve their experience of 

care’ 
 

Thank you for listening! 

 

Any questions? 

 

Follow me on Twitter: 

@thorp_liz 

‘I felt it was a really useful project and I 

was really humbled to be involved in 

that.’ 

‘I was really humbled to be 

involved’  


